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Abstract 

The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) represents the zonally integrated 

stream function of meridional volume transport in the Atlantic Basin. The AMOC plays an 

important role in transporting heat meridionally in the climate system. Observations suggest a 

heat transport by the AMOC of 1.3 PW at 26°N - a latitude which is close to where the Atlantic 

northward heat transport is thought to reach its maximum. This  shapes the climate of the North 

Atlantic region as we know it today. In recent years there has been significant progress both in 

our ability to observe the AMOC in nature and to simulate it in numerical models. Most 

previous modeling investigations of the AMOC and its impact on climate have relied on models 
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with horizontal resolution that does not resolve ocean mesoscale eddies and the dynamics of 

the Gulf Stream/North Atlantic Current system. As a result of recent increases in computing 

power, models are now being run that are able to represent mesoscale ocean dynamics and the 

circulation features that rely on them. The aim of this review is to describe new insights into 

the AMOC provided by high-resolution models.  Furthermore, we will describe how high-

resolution model simulations can help resolve outstanding challenges in our understanding of 

the AMOC. 

 

 

1 Introduction 

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is often defined as the zonally-

integrated and vertically accumulated meridional ocean volume transport in the Atlantic Ocean. 

The main reason why the AMOC has been the subject of many studies is because of its role in 

the climate system (e.g. Stocker 2013b). The AMOC is a major contributor to the redistribution 

of heat from the low latitudes where there is a net heat gain owing to strong solar radiation to 

the higher latitudes where there is a net heat loss to the atmosphere. In the North Atlantic the 

AMOC transports about 0.5 PW across the equator, increasing to a maximum of 1.3 PW of 

heat northward at 26°N (Johns et al. 2011; McCarthy et al. 2015).  As a result, the AMOC is 

thought to moderate the climate of western and northern Europe with effects felt well into 

Eurasia (e.g. Rahmstorf  and Ganopolski, 1999).  

 

The paleoclimate record suggests that the AMOC is likely to have undergone major 

rearrangements in its structure between glacial and interglacial periods, and has been subject 

to abrupt (i.e. multidecadal/centennial to millennial timescales) changes, as reviewed by 

Lynch-Stieglitz (2017) and Moffa-Sanchez et al. (2019). For instance, during the last glacial 

period from 115,000 to 11,700 years ago, Greenland Ice-core records show repeated 

pronounced warming and cooling events (e.g. Dansgaard–Oeschger and Heinrich events; 

Heinrich, 1988; Dansgaard et al, 1993) that are superposed on the longer climate cycles from 

glacial cycles. Whereas the factors that caused these events are still unclear, analyses of 

multiple proxies have suggested a connection to the AMOC (e.g. Bond et al., 1999; Gebbie et 

al., 2014; Amrhein et al., 2018). A particularly interesting and important point raised in these 

studies is whether abrupt AMOC changes seen in the past may happen in the present or future 

climate.  
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The paleo record suggests that the AMOC may be subject to rapid change in strength and 

stability with consequent changes in AMOC related meridional heat transport (e.g. Thornalley 

et al. 2018; Jansen et al. 2018). Currently, climate projections suggest that the AMOC will 

weaken (but not collapse) in response to global warming (Stocker et al. 2013; Cheng et al., 

2013; Reintges et al., 2017; Drijfhout et al., 2012). However, whether the current generation of 

low resolution climate models adequately simulates the sensitivity of the AMOC to a warming 

climate is still a matter of debate (e.g., Rahmstorf et al 2015; Caesar et al., 2018) with some 

authors suggesting that the sensitivity in nature could be higher than previously thought 

(Heuze, 2017; Reintges et al., 2017). For more exhaustive overviews about the AMOC and 

mechanisms driving its strength and variability we refer the reader to comprehensive reviews 

such as Lumpkin (2007); Kuhlbrodt et al. (2007); Buckley and Marshall (2016); Zhang et al. 

(2019); Weijer et al. (2019).  

 

The observational quantification of the components of AMOC have included multiple efforts 

at different locations within the Basin. Since the Meteor expedition in the 1920s, we have 

known that one can infer geostrophic transports across a section from the end points  (e.g. Merz 

1925).  Moored instruments at key locations at the basin margins are sufficient to estimate 

strength, vertical structure and variability of geostrophic transports between the end points of 

a mooring array line (e.g. Lee and Marotzke 1998; Hirschi et al. 2003; Rayner et al. 2011). In 

the OVIDE program that began in 1997 hydrographic sections are used to quantify the 

transports between Greenland and Portugal (Mercier et al., 2015). The MOVE array began 

deploying moorings in 2000 that allow an estimate of the deep southward transport of AMOC 

at 14N (Elipot et al. 2014).  

 

Repeat hydrographic sections (observations of temperature, salinity and depth) along with 

cabled measurement of the transport of the Florida Current in Florida Straits (e.g. Bryden et al, 

2005) can give estimates of AMOC near 26N. However, the infrequent hydrographic sections 

make it likely that AMOC variability inferred from such sections is aliased in time. Since 2004 

a continuous observing system for the AMOC has been deployed in the North Atlantic across 

26.5°N (Cunningham et al. 2007; Kanzow et al. 2007; McCarthy et al. 2012, 2015). This system 

provides estimates of the strength, variability and vertical structure of the AMOC (Smeed et 

al. 2014; 2018) and provided the first observational evidence that the AMOC can undergo 

substantial variations on short (i.e. sub- to inter-annual) timescales (Cunningham et al. 2007; 

Kanzow et al. 2007, 2010; McCarthy et al. 2012; Smeed et al. 2014,18; Bryden et al. 2014).  
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In the framework of the SAMOC (South Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation) 

program, a combination of different sections, moorings and satellite altimetry are used to 

provide estimates of strength and variability of the AMOC in the South Atlantic (e.g. Dong et 

al. 2009; Perez et al. 2011; 2015; 2019). Using a variety of platforms, AMOC measurements 

at other latitudes and locations have been implemented in the last decade. OSNAP (Overturning 

in the Subpolar North Atlantic provides a framework for estimating the AMOC in the subpolar 

North Atlantic since 2014 (Lozier et al., 2017; Holliday et al. 2018; Lozier et al. 2019).   

 

At some latitudes AMOC time series have been extended through the combination of in situ 

measurements listed above along with Argo measurements and satellite altimetry that in some 

cases allows extending the measurements back to the beginning of the altimeter record in 1993 

(e.g. Willis et al, 2010, Frajka-Williams, 2015, Mercier et al., 2015, and Perez et al, 2018). 

These measurements provide invaluable information about the AMOC and are unique 

benchmarks against which models can be evaluated (e.g. Duchez et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014; 

Blaker et al 2015) at the corresponding locations. While this wealth of observations opens up 

the prospect of being able to understand how the ocean circulation and the AMOC in particular 

impacts Atlantic-wide changes in properties such as heat, freshwater and carbon (Perez et al., 

2018; Frajka-Williams et al 2019), the current observational network is not sufficient to study 

the full 4-dimensional spatio-temporal velocity structure that makes up the AMOC structure. 

How and on what timescales AMOC variability at different latitudes is related cannot yet be 

conclusively assessed from observational records.   

 

Ocean models, ranging from simple box models to complex general circulation models 

(GCMs), have informed our understanding of the mechanisms that drive the AMOC and its 

variability (e.g. Böning et al., 2006; Binghham et al. 2007; Robson et al. 2014). Box models 

with analytical or numerical solutions (e.g. Stommel 1961, Marotzke 1988, Griffies and 

Tziperman 1995, Longworth et al. 2005, Wood et al. 2019; Alkhayuon et al. 2019) were and 

still are useful (and popular) tools to illustrate and study possible AMOC behaviour. Within 

their limitations (spatial resolution, physical assumptions, parameterisation choice, etc.) GCMs 

provide self-consistent 4-dimensional datasets for the ocean circulation (including the AMOC); 

they allow us to “play” with different scenarios; test likely sensitivities in the climate system; 

in some instances they can guide observational efforts (e.g. Hirschi et al., 2003); and can point 

to currents and circulation features before these are observed in nature (e.g. Treguier et al., 
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2005; Aksenov et al., 2011). However, models inevitably have shortcomings in their ability to 

represent the physics of nature. In coarse resolution models (order 1° or coarser) currents, 

which are known to be jet-like in the real ocean, are simulated as broad and diffuse currents 

with velocities much weaker than observed and they are often in the wrong location and have 

the wrong vertical structure. In addition, mesoscale ocean eddies as detected by satellite 

altimetry (Chelton et al., 2007) are not resolved.  Nearly all the models included in the CMIP5 

climate projections use coarse ocean model resoution.  

 

In parallel to the increase in the availability of high quality AMOC estimates, there has been a 

massive increase in high performance computing resources and in our ability to exploit them 

to simulate the natural world. The latest generation of ocean and coupled ocean-atmosphere 

models are being run at resolutions sufficient to simulate the ocean circulation with a 

remarkable level of detail (e.g. Iovino et al. 2016; Haarsma et al. 2016; Böning et al. 2016; 

Marzocchi et al. 2015; Moat et al. 2016; Sein et al. 2016; 2017). Features such as ocean 

mesoscale eddies are now increasingly present in ocean and ocean-atmosphere simulations. In 

some instances increased resolution results in better representation of boundary currents such 

as the Gulf Stream, the Agulhas-, Brazil-, and  Malvinas currents (e.g. Small et al. 2014; 

Griffies et al. 2015; Murakami et al. 2015; Hewitt et al. 2016; Biastoch et al. 2018; Sein et al. 

2018).  Similarly, fronts, and the associated gradients of temperature and salinity, are more 

sharply defined. Improved representation of oceanic surface temperature gradients is of 

particular interest in coupled simulations, where the ability to simulate a more realistic imprint 

of the ocean onto the atmosphere is a potential source of improvement in forecasting systems.  

Satellite observations and reanalyses have shown that the ocean front associated with the Gulf 

Stream affects the atmosphere all the way up to the tropopause (Minobe et al. 2008; Minobe et 

al. 2010). In model simulations a similar effect is only found when the underlying ocean 

represents the sharp temperature front across the Gulf Stream (Minobe et al. 2008; Kuwano et 

al. 2010). In addition, the presence of mesoscale eddies changes the character of the simulated 

variability across time scales (Penduff et al, 2010).  The latest generation of coupled ocean-

atmosphere models now increasingly use an ocean component that is “eddy-permitting” 

(nominal 0.25 resolution) or in some instances “eddy-rich” (Roberts et al., 2018, nominal 0.1 

resolution).   
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A noteworthy benefit that emerged from the use of a higher resolution model is found in 

seasonal forecasting where for the first time a significant skill is found for winter forecasts for 

the North Atlantic Oscillation (Scaife et al. 2014; Dunstone et al. 2016). However, the physical 

mechanisms for this breakthrough in seasonal forecasting are not yet clear.  A major change in 

the model used to produce the forecasts was the use of an eddy-permitting ocean model. The 

resulting improvement in the position of ocean currents and fronts in the North Atlantic are 

thought to play a key role – even if the mechanisms for this improvement are unclear. However, 

the representation of the dense overflow across the sill separating the European Nordic Seas 

from the subpolar North Atlantic remains a challenge owing to the small scale processes that 

control the interaction of small scale topography and entrainment into the overflow plume 

(Legg et al, 2009).    

 

The goal of this review is to evaluate how ocean simulations in the eddying regime inform our 

understanding of both the mean, structure, and variability of the AMOC. We emphasize that 

each level of complexity from very simple, highly idealised (analytical and numerical) models 

to the latest state-of-the-art high resolution numerical models that run on massively parallel 

high performance computing (HPC) architectures, can provide valuable insights in our quest 

to better understand the role of the AMOC in the global climate system. This review is 

structured as follows: Section 2 shows results from a set of high resolution models to illustrate 

how the AMOC is represented in this latest generation of models. Section 3 focuses on the 

insight gained from studying AMOC in high resolution models. Section 4 summarises areas in 

need of improvement. Finally, Section 5 outlines areas where high resolution simulations can 

inform future research.  Finally, a brief conclusion is given in section 6.   

 

 

2. AMOC in high resolution models: where do we stand? 

More than three decades have passed since the pioneering regional and global eddying ocean 

simulations were performed (Semtner and Mintz, 1977; Semtner and Chervin, 1988). Owing 

to computational cost these early eddying simulations were run for short periods. The 

integration length was sufficient to develop the mesoscale eddy-field and sharp boundary 

currents, but too short for studies of quantities, such as the AMOC, that require that the deep 

ocean circulation is allowed to adjust. Furthermore, to keep computational cost manageable 

these simulations used a relatively small number of vertical levels, and the main focus was on 

the surface circulation. These first efforts at high resolution ocean modelling were followed by 
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programs such as the Fine Resolution Antarctic Model (Fram, The FRAM group 1991; Stevens 

1991; Killworth 1992; Lutjeharms 1995), the Ocean Circulation and Climate Advanced 

Modelling Project (OCCAM, Webb et al. 1997; Webb et al. 1998; Saunders et al. 1999), the 

Family of Linked Atlantic Model Experiments (FLAME, Dengg et al., 1999), the Parallel 

Ocean Program (POP; Maltrud et al. 1998; Smith et al. 2000), the CLIPPER Project (Treguier 

et al. 1999) and the Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM, Pavia et al. 1999). 

Both integration length and vertical resolution were increased in these modelling efforts, 

allowing studies of eddy statistics, circulation structure and variability in the Southern Ocean 

(e.g. Stevens 1991; Killworth 1992; Lutjeharms et al. 1995), the North Atlantic (e.g. Böning 

and Herrmann. 1994; Eden and Willebrand 2001; McLean et al. 2002; Böning et al. 2003; 

Treguier et al. 2005), or the Pacific (e.g. Richards et al. 2006). During the last decade or so, 

there has been a consolidation of the modelling efforts mentioned above with longer 

simulations (multidecadal and sometimes even longer) that are eddy-rich and even ensembles 

performed at eddy-permitting or eddy-rich resolutions (e.g. Marzocchi et al. 2015; Iovino et al. 

2016; Bessieres et al. 2017). These simulations also use a higher number of vertical 

levels/layers. Whereas early high-resolution ocean models were all run in ocean-only mode, 

significant efforts have been and are being dedicated to coupling eddy-permitting and 

increasingly eddy-rich ocean components to an atmosphere model (e.g. Winton et al. 2014; Ito 

et al. 2015; Griffies et al. 2015; Haarsma et al. 2016; Hewitt et al. 2016; Roberts et al. 2019). 

This coupling allows the community to address not only questions around the ocean circulation 

and its variability but to refine our understanding of how, where and on what timescales the 

ocean interacts with the atmospheric circulation and vice versa. 

 

In this review, we use output from a large (but not exhaustive) set of state-of-the-art high 

resolution ocean-only and coupled ocean-atmosphere simulations to examine how these 

models represent the AMOC and its variability (Table 1). Multi-model intercomparisons of the 

AMOC have been done before (e.g. Danabasoglu et al. 2014) but not for high resolution (i.e. 

eddying models). The goal here is not to provide an in-depth multi-model intercomparison, but 

to use output from current high resolution models to provide an overview of the range of 

solutions obtained for the AMOC.   

 

The AMOC (𝜓) is calculated from the model velocity fields as:  
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𝜓(𝑦,𝜁) = ∫ 𝑑𝑥
𝑥𝑒

𝑥𝑤

∫ 𝑑𝑧′
𝜂 

𝑧(𝑥,𝑦,𝜁)

 𝑣(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧′), 

 

where 𝑣 is the meridional velocity component, 𝑥𝑒, 𝑥𝑤 are the eastern and western limits of the 

zonal integration, and 𝜂 is the free surface height. The lower limit, 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜁), can denote a 

geopotential level (𝜁 = 𝑧) or the depth of any sea water property such as sea water density 

referenced to a given pressure  (e.g. 𝜁 = 𝜎2)  (Hirst et al. 1996; Nurser and Lee 2004; Zika et 

al. 2012; Danabasoglu et al. 2014). As the focus of this review is the AMOC this integration is 

limited to the meridionally bounded portion of the Atlantic Basin (including the Mediterranean 

and Baltic Seas) with the southernmost point of the Cape of Good Hope. In the remainder of 

this review we will refer to the AMOC in depth and density coordinates as 𝜓(𝑧) and 𝜓(𝜎2), 

respectively. 

 

An overview of the AMOC in a variety of simulations is analyzed to explore the range of 

solutions that are possible when mesoscale eddies are represented. We focus on  𝜓𝑧 in a range 

of global models with resolutions ranging from 1/20° (VIKING) to 2° (ORCA2) (listed in Table 

1). Both forced and coupled models are included and, in some instances, the modeling system 

is run at different resolutions and/or different surface forcing. Most models are global but two 

are configured for the Arctic-North Atlantic (ANHA) or Atlantic-Arctic Basins (VIKING). We 

also include, in some cases, the low resolution counterpart to highlight changes that are likely 

owing to an increase in resolution.  

 

2.1 Dependence of the mean AMOC on resolution 

The range of solutions for the AMOC is quite broad and within the eddy-rich models the 

strength varies by almost a factor of 2 between the strongest and the weakest circulations 

(Figure 1). Similar results were found for the diversity of mean AMOC by Danabasoglu et al. 

(2014) in a comparison of low resolution forced simulations.  The strongest AMOC cells are 

found in the eddy-rich coupled models CESM-H01, FESOM01-06 and ORCA0083-N512. 

Where comparisons can be made (ORCA0083, FESOM, MIROC), we also find that the 

coupled version of the model produces a stronger AMOC than the forced ocean-only 

configurations. The difference between coupled and uncoupled is most pronounced for 

FESOM. The reasons why a stronger AMOC is simulated in coupled simulations are not fully 

understood. However, stronger air-sea interactions with increasing resolution are a plausible 
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cause for stronger AMOC (and of the related meridional heat transport) in high resolution 

models (e.g. Roberts et al. 2016; Grist et al. 2018).  

 

Quantitative metrics for AMOC can be defined allowing comparisons among the models 

(Figure 2). South of about 35-40°N the maximum overturning strength 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥  (i.e. the 

maximum value of 𝜓 occurring in the water column for each latitude) in eddy-rich models is 

on average about 3-4 Sv stronger than in the eddy-permitting and non-eddying models listed 

in table 1 (Figure 2a). Between the equator and about 35°N the AMOC strength is nearly 

constant with latitude and eddy-rich models simulate the largest AMOC strengths. To a lesser 

extent this plateau is also seen for the eddy-permitting models. Between 35-40°N and 50°N 

there is a sharp decrease in 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 for the eddy-rich models to about 60% of the value at 

26°N (Figure 2a). This decrease is a bit less pronounced in the eddy-permitting models and at 

50°N is 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 about 70% of its 26°N value. A different picture characterises 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the 

non-eddying models. On average the maximum AMOC strength also occurs between  25-40°N 

but the sharp decrease seen for the high-resolution model is not seen at coarser resolution. At 

50°N the 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the non-eddying models is still about 90% of its 26°N value and the 

sharpest decrease in 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 occurs north of about 55-60°N (Figure 2b).  We will return to 

this difference between eddy-rich/permitting and non-eddying models and its meaning in terms 

of AMOC pathways in Section 3.   

 

To compare with a larger set of low resolution models Figure 2 also shows 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 obtained 

from a large subset of 29 models from the Climate Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 

(CMIP5). For the CMIP5 models 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥  is noticeably stronger than for the low resolution 

models listed in table 1. South of about 35°N 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 is only marginally lower than for the 

eddy-rich models. However, the latitudinal dependence of the AMOC strength in CMIP5 

models is very similar to that in our set of coarse resolution models (CMIP5 curve has similar 

shape but is shifted upward by ~3Sv). The CMIP5 models show the same behaviour as the low 

resolution models discussed here but the average of the 29 models is offset by about 3 Sv from 

the average of the models discussed here. In the CMIP5 models 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 also reaches its 

highest values between about 25-45°N and at 50°N 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 is more than 90% of the value at 

26°N. It is worth noting here that most CMIP5 models were tuned towards a realistic AMOC 

strength. No such tuning was done for the high resolution models presented here. Apart from 

the horizontal resolution the high and low versions were kept as similar as possible. This 
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suggests that the sharp decrease in 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 between 26N and 50N in high resolution models 

compared with low resolution models is a robust feature. 

 

The eddy-rich models have the strongest MHT (meridional heat transport) with the highest 

values occurring between about 15°N and 35°N (Figure 2b). Only marginally weaker values 

are found for the eddy-permitting models while the MHT is clearly lower in low resolution 

models. Consistent with 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥 the MHT is clearly higher in the CMIP5 ensemble than for 

the low resolution models listed in Table 1. South of about 20°N the MHT is very similar in 

CMIP5 and in the eddy-rich models. North of about 25°N the MHT is slightly lower than in 

the eddy-rich models but the differences are not large. For MHT the shapes of the curves are 

more similar between low and high resolution models than for the MOC curves shown in Figure 

2a. For latitudes north of about 30°N some CMIP5 models get similar MHT values than eddy-

rich models but Figures 2a and 2b suggest that the relative contributions of overturning and 

gyres is different in the CMIP5 models than in the eddy-rich models and that non-eddying 

models may get the “right” MHT transport for the wrong reason.  

 

 

Another feature that is apparent is a deepening of the AMOC cell at eddy-rich resolutions 

compared to the eddy-permitting and non-eddying models as defined by the vertical structure 

of 𝜓(𝑧) at 26°N (Figure 2c). However, all of the model AMOC cells are are too shallow 

compared to observational estimates (Figure 1 and 2c,  Lumpkin and Speer, 2007; Talley et al., 

2007). Profiles of 𝜓(𝑧)  at 26.5°N where a comparison with the RAPID observations can be 

made show very good agreement in the top 2000 m (Figure 2c). However, below 2000 m the 

modelled AMOC values are lower than the observation-derived transports, which suggests that 

the southward return flow of the AMOC simulated at depth is shallower than in observations. 

However, there is an improvement over the non-eddying forced simulations (discussed in 

Danabasoglu et al. 2014) in the strength of the southward flow. In the CMIP5 models 𝜓(𝑧)𝑚𝑎𝑥  

at 26°N is too deep but the southward return flow for  𝜓(𝑧) occurs at depths that are too shallow 

(indicated by the more rapid decrease of  𝜓(𝑧) with depth than in the observations or the eddy-

rich models). The vertical extent of the AMOC cell looks very similar in z-level models and 

HYCOM, which uses hybrid coordinates (Figure 1). One could perhaps expect that hybrid 

coordinates would favour a deeper overturning cell than z-levels but this is not the case here. 
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This result that was also seen in the lower resolution hybrid coordinate model used in 

Danabasoglu et al. (2014).  

 

There is an indication that the AMOC slightly deepens in the model configurations using a 

higher number of vertical levels - for example ORCA0083 with either 46 or 75 vertical levels. 

The effect is not pronounced though and it is not clear how robust it is as the coupled version 

of ORCA0083 (which also used 75 vertical levels) has a marginally shallower AMOC cell than 

the forced ORCA0083 version. It is worth remembering that the AMOC from RAPID is 

obtained from density observations and using the thermal wind relation to infer geostrophic 

velocities. Whereas there is strong evidence that the RAPID approach leads to a good estimate 

of the “true” AMOC strength and variability (e.g. Hirschi et al. 2013; Sinha et al. 2018), the 

“true” AMOC could conceivably fall between the models and the AMOC estimate from 

RAPID.  

 

To illustrate the impact of increasing the horizontal resolution Figure 3 shows the differences 

between high and low resolution models for 𝜓(𝑧)  where both versions of the model (using the 

same forcing fields or atmospheric model) are available. The differences between eddy-rich 

and non-eddying configurations all show an increase in the strength of the NADW cell in the 

eddy-rich models. This is strongest for ORCA and ACCESS with an increase of the overturning 

cell by up to 8-10Sv. Smaller increases between 2-6 Sv are seen for CESM-H and COCO. The 

latter also shows a significant increase in the strength of the AABW cell at depth. In COCO 

the strengthening of the NADW cell is confined to the top 2000m whereas positive anomalies 

reach down to about 3500 m for ORCA, ACCESS and CESM-H. Much smaller differences are 

found for FESOM (both forced and coupled) where positive anomalies are confined to depths 

between about 1500 and 4000 m. These smaller differences for FESOM are not unexpected 

since both the high and low resolution versions are eddying i.e. eddy-rich (FESOM01-06) and 

eddy-permitting (FESOM025-1). A feature which can also be seen in all but one case 

(ACCESS) are weak negative overturning anomalies north of about 40°N which is consistent 

with the similar or slightly higher overturning values simulated by low resolution models at 

high latitudes (Figure 2a).   

 

It is important to acknowledge that the AMOC strength and vertical structure is very sensitive 

to surface forcing. The models included in this review do not allow us to systematically assess 

the influence of the surface forcing. We made opportunistic use of available high-resolution 
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model output and no attempt was made here to either compare models using the the same the 

surface forcing to many different models (e.g. as in Danabasoglu et al. 2014) or to 

systematically assess the impact of using different surface forcings. Nevertheless, the surface 

forcing in the models included here (Table 1, Figure 1) either use a range of forcings: CORE, 

DFS, JRA, CGR over differing time periods, or they are coupled ocean-atmosphere models. 

Forcing differences may explain some of the range of the AMOC solutions. The range of 

solutions we present here is consistent with earlier studies of both low (e.g. Danabasoglu et al. 

2014) and high (e.g. Behrens et al. 2013) resolution models. 

 

 

3. What (knowledge) have we gained? 

In this section we highlight key improvements that have been made in the representation of the 

AMOC as resolution is increased.  

 

3.1 AMOC pathways 

 

High resolution ocean simulations have contributed to our understanding of how and on what 

spatial and temporal scales the AMOC can exhibit variability. Both observations and the 

models highlight that the picture of a global conveyor belt, a term first coined by Broecker 

(1988) and subsequently often used to describe the global meridional overturning circulation, 

is a very much simplified view (Lozier, 2010). The picture of a conveyor as well as that of a 

meridionally coherent overturning circulation streamfunction, as illustrated in Figure 1, only 

emerges when averaging velocities over several years or longer. Any snapshot (or averaging 

on timescales shorter than about monthly) of the AMOC reveals the much more intricate, 

complex nature of the ocean circulation. Currents implied to be coherent flows in AMOC 

schematics can be seen to consist of a succession of eddies and filaments (with some coherent 

jets in places such as for example the Gulf Stream between Florida and Cape Hatteras; e.g. 

Hirschi et al. 2019). For surface currents, this picture is confirmed in both satellite observations 

and in high resolution ocean models and for many features there is remarkable agreement 

between observations and model simulations (Figure 4). In particular the Florida Current and 

Gulf Stream are well represented in the high resolution simulations with the path of the Gulf 

Stream separating at Cape Hatteras in high resolution, but hugging the coast well past Cape 

Hatteras in the low resolution simulations (Chassignet and Marshall, 2008; Danabasoglu et al., 

2014). In addition, the path of the North Atlantic Current is qualitatively well represented in 
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the high resolution simulations.  This is thought to be a key region for modulating decadal 

variability in low resolution simulations (Buckley and Marshall, 2016).   

 

The eddy-rich circulation is not confined to the surface, but the velocity field at greater depths 

also shows similarly intricate circulation features (albeit with lower velocities, Figure 4c, f).  

Modelled current velocities reveal interior pathways resembling observations from lagrangian 

floats (Figure 4c; Bower et al., 2009, 2011). These interior pathways are thought to be 

signatures of eddy-driven recirculation gyres (Lozier et al., 1997; Lozier, 1999), as shown in 

both hydrographic data and eddy-permitting and eddy-rich simulations, which represent key 

routes for the export of Labrador Sea Water into the subtropical North Atlantic (Gary et al., 

2011; Lozier et al., 2013). South of the Equator, the structure of the DWBC also becomes 

dominated by eddies (Figure 4c), as observed around 8°S (Dengler et al., 2004), before splitting 

into two pathways further south, one continuing along the continental shelf and the other 

spreading in the interior of the basin (Garzoli et al., 2015).    

  

The improvements in the position and strength of currents are reflected in integral quantities as 

well. The vertically integrated transport of the subpolar gyre (SPG) strongly depends on 

resolution (Figure 5). In the models used for this review the SPG is stronger at  eddy-rich 

resolutions with maximum values of 30-50 Sv in the Labrador and Irminger Seas with a shape 

consistent with observations (Treguier et al., 2005; de Verdière and Ollitrault 2016; Figure 5f).  

The SPG also extends southward along the coast of North America with a narrow wedge 

reaching Cape Hatteras, consistent with the separation of the Gulf Stream at Cape Hatteras 

(Figure 5a-c). A vigorous SPG is still simulated at eddy-permitting resolution, but the position 

of the inter-gyre boundary shifts northward (especially off Cape Hatteras) and the narrow 

wedge towards Cape Hatteras disappears (not shown). It is worth noting that de Verdière and 

Ollitrault (2016) acknowledge that while their approach yields realistic gyre shapes the 

quantitative streamfunction values are likely to be unrealiable in the interior of the gyres. 

Compared to the eddy-rich models the barotropic streamfunction of de Verdière and Ollitrault  

(2016) is  weaker in the SPG and stronger in the subtropical gyre (STG).   

 

At non-eddying resolutions the SPG is weaker (10-20 Sv maximum) in particular in the western 

SPG (Figure 5d,e). However, only a limited number of low resolution simulations are used for 

comparison here. In the literature there are examples of low resolution models that exhibit 

vigorous SPG circulations of 30-45 Sv (e.g. Danabasoglu et al. 2014; Yeager et al. 2015). 
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However, as for the AMOC, low resolution models exhibit a large range of values for the 

maximum SPG strength (Danabasoglu et al. 2014; their Figure 16) with the majority of models 

simulating an SPG strength between 15 and about 30 Sv. It is noteworthy that the version of 

ACCESS (1°, CORE forced) used in Danabasoglu et al. (2014)  has a vigorous (~35 Sv) 

circulation but in ACCESS-OM2-1 the SPG strength is only 10-20 Sv which suggests a large 

sensitivity to forcing and parameter choices. Neither of the high resolution simulations used in 

this review nor any eddy-rich simulations we are aware of reported a weak SPG circulation - 

despite different forcings, coupling to different atmospheres, or different parameter choices. 

This suggests that a vigorous SPG of realistic strength is a robust feature of eddy-rich 

simulations.  

 

The changes in the representation of the SPG (more realistic currents around 

Greenland/Labrador and strength) have implications for how currents project on the AMOC in 

depth and in density coordinates (Figure 6). Only when the zonally integrated meridional flow 

is non-zero is there a projection onto the AMOC in depth coordinates 𝜓(𝑧); a gyre circulation 

with compensating northward and southward flows along its western and eastern flanks does 

not project onto 𝜓(𝑧).  In density coordinates, both overturning and gyre transports project onto 

𝜓(𝜎2) as long as compensating volume transports occur in different density classes. The SPG 

strongly projects onto 𝜓(𝜎2) as it is characterised by a large density contrast between the 

predominantly northward transport in the eastern SPG and the return flow along Greenland and 

Labrador in the western SPG (e.g. Lherminier et al., 2007).  

 

The AMOC cell in depth coordinates 𝜓(𝑧) weakens markedly north of about 30-40°N in eddy-

rich simulations (illustrated for VIKING005 and ACCESS-0M2-01 in Figure 6). This is 

indicative of significant sinking between mid- and high latitudes. At low resolutions, the 

sharpest weakening of 𝜓(𝑧) occurs close to the northern limit of the overturning cell, which is 

illustrated in Figure 6 for ORCA2 and ACCESS-OM2-1 and Figure 2a. Previous studies have 

shown similar differences between 𝜓(𝑧) in high and low resolution models (e.g. Treguier et 

al., 2006; Marsh et al., 2009; Katsman et al., 2018), suggesting that in low resolution models a 

larger fraction of the sinking occurs at the northernmost latitudes of 𝜓(𝑧)  in low resolution 

models than in high resolution models.   
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The weakening of the AMOC cell 𝜓(𝑧) between mid- and high latitudes seen at high 

resolutions is indicative of a change in the dominant AMOC flow pathways north of about 40-

50°N. This can be illustrated by comparing the shapes for the AMOC in depth and in density 

coordinates (Figure 6). The overturning maximum is consistently found at higher latitudes for 

𝜓(𝜎2) than 𝜓(𝑧), but this difference is more pronounced at high than at low resolution 

(Talandier et al., 2014). This is consistent with the stronger SPG simulated at high resolution, 

with warm and salty waters from the North Atlantic Current flowing northeastward and 

forming the eastern flank of the SPG. These waters are less dense than the colder, fresher 

southward flowing waters along Greenland and the Labrador Shelf in the western SPG.  

 

The stronger SPG and more realistic current pathways at high resolutions means that these 

transports of contrasting water masses project strongly on 𝜓(𝜎2). The highest values of 

𝜓(𝜎2 ) occur between about 50-60°N in high resolution models (Figure 6, columns for 

VIKING005 and ACCESS-OM2-01) and  𝜓(𝑧) is only about half the strength of 𝜓(𝜎2). In 

contrast, at low resolution the maximum values for 𝜓(𝜎2) are reached at similar latitudes as 

found in high resolution, but at these latitudes 𝜓(𝑧) in low resolution is 70-80% of 𝜓(𝜎2). The 

low resolution versions of VIKING/ORCA (NEMO) and ACCESS-OM2 have a weaker SPG 

when compared to other low resolution models. However, a strong SPG in a low resolution 

model does not necessarily mean high subpolar values for  𝜓(𝜎2). Low resolution models (e.g. 

Zhang et al. 2010; Danabasoglu et al. 2014) consistently show a smaller difference between 

𝜓(𝑧) and 𝜓(𝜎2) North of about 30°N than for the high resolution examples shown in Figure 6 

(or in other studies such as Grist et al., 2012). In Zhang et al. (2010) the maximum MOC 

strength, in this low resolution simulation with a relatively strong SPG, is only marginally 

weaker in depth (20-22 Sv) than in density coordinates (24 Sv) and the latitudes where the 

highest AMOC values occur overlap. The same is true for the larger low resolution model 

ensemble studied in Danabasoglu et al. (2014) where the results show that the values of 𝜓(𝑧) 

are at least 70-80% of those seen for 𝜓(𝜎2 ) between about 40°N-60°N (comparing their figures 

3 and 4). In the examples shown in Figure 6 it is only north of about 50°N that the maximum 

values of 𝜓(𝜎2 )and 𝜓(𝑧) diverge at low resolution whereas differences start at about 35°N for 

the eddy-rich models (Figure 6, bottom). For the high resolution models the values of 

𝜓(𝑧) between 40°N-60°N are only about 50% of 𝜓(𝜎2) suggesting a stronger gyre contribution 

to 𝜓(𝜎2).  
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The impact of the difference in the pathways between high and low resolution models and their 

impact to the AMOC is illustrated in Figure 5. For very coarse, 2-D models or box-models, the 

AMOC circulation is close to the “classic” conveyor type with water masses moving 

northwards, sinking (over a relatively small range of latitudes) and returning south at depth. At 

coarser, non-eddying resolution, the AMOC no longer purely consists of its overturning 

component. There is also a weak gyre contribution symbolised by a little loop at the northern 

end of the conveyor schematic (Figure 5).  At high resolution, there is a clear horizontal loop 

at high latitudes symbolising a vigorous SPG (which projects on 𝜓(𝜎2) but not 𝜓(𝑧)). This 

change in pathways is also linked to changes in the location of the sinking. Whereas at low 

resolutions sinking occurs mainly in the central Labrador and Irminger Seas, it is concentrated 

along the northern and western flanks of the SPG at eddy-permitting resolutions (Katsman et 

al. 2018).  

 

3.2 AMOC variability and stability 

Since 2004  AMOC observations at 26N  have shown variability on time scales ranging from 

submonthly up to what we have observed (e.g. Smeed et al. 2018). From models and 

observations we know that the AMOC is likely vary on sub-daily to millennial timescales and 

longer. In this section we will focus on aspects of the AMOC variability and AMOC features 

that have either been first described in high-resolution models or studies in which high 

resolution models have shed new light. For more general discussions on the AMOC variability 

and on the underlying mechanisms the reader is referred to Buckley and Marshall (2016).  

 

3.2.1  Overview of subdaily to decadal AMOC variability 

The AMOC variability found in high resolution models on different timescales is illustrated 

with the standard deviation of the overturning 𝜓(𝑧) (Figure 7). By far the largest variability 

occurs on the shortest timescales (sub-daily to daily). We note that seeing the highest variability 

on short timescales is not specific to high resolution models; this is true for low resolution 

models as well. However, especially on very short timescales (subdaily to perhaps weekly) 

high resolution models have been shown to exhibit AMOC variability which has not been 

reported from low resolution models (e.g. Blaker et al. 2012). Additionally, the presence of 

eddies adds chaotic-intrinsic variability on a range of timescales which is not present at low 

resolution (e.g. Hirschi et al. 2013; Gregorio et al. 2015; Leroux et al. 2018 - see also section 

3.2.2). The highest standard deviations of 40-50 Sv are centered within a few degrees of latitude 

around the Equator. Standard deviation values away from the Equator are much lower albeit 
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still substantial (maximum of 7-8 Sv).  This latitudinal variability structure is maintained when 

the AMOC variability is computed from daily or 5-day averages but the maximum values 

reduce to about 20 Sv and 5 Sv at equatorial and extra-equatorial locations. For the timescales 

of up to 5 days the depth of the maximum variability is around 2000 m for most latitudes. The 

pronounced equatorial variability maximum disappears when using monthly or longer 

timescales, but the largest variability still occurs in the equatorial region with values of about 

5-6 Sv. However, these values no longer stand out as clearly compared to the maximum values 

of 3-4 Sv found away from the Equator. The equatorial maximum is no longer seen when the 

variability is computed from annual means and the largest values of 1-2 Sv are now seen in the 

North Atlantic between 20°N and 50°N. This meridional variability structure remains broadly 

similar when computing the AMOC variability from decadal means, but the values are reduced 

with maxima of about 1 Sv.  

 

The presence of large AMOC variability in high resolution ocean models has been known for 

a number of years. In fact models suggested the presence of a large (peak-to-peak of more than 

10 Sv within a few months) mid-latitude AMOC variability on sub-annual to interannual 

timescales (e.g. Hirschi et al., 2003; Baehr et al., 2004) before the first direct AMOC 

observations confirmed that variability of that magnitude exists in the real ocean (Cunningham 

et al., 2007; McCarthy et al., 2012). Models also suggested that westward propagating features 

are not only key to the adjustment of the long-term basin-wide density gradients, but that they 

can also cause subannual to interannual fluctuations of basin-wide zonal density (and pressure) 

gradients that project onto the geostrophic component of the AMOC (e.g. Koehl et al., 2005; 

Hirschi et al., 2007; Cabanes et al., 2008). A particular benefit from models is the ability to use 

them to study how local AMOC estimates (i.e. across given sections as in RAPID or OSNAP) 

can be interpreted in a wider spatial context (Bingham et al., 2007; Biastoch et al., 2008a; 

Hirschi et al., 2013). Although this can also be done using low resolution models, high 

resolution is desirable because at low resolution boundary waves mediating AMOC changes 

are poorly represented due to poor representation of the continental shelf and key currents such 

as western boundary currents are too diffuse with velocities that are too low.  

 

A recent interesting aspect revealed in high resolution ocean simulations is the suggested 

presence of previously unknown types of AMOC variability. The very high AMOC variability 

found on sub-daily timescales (Figure 7) was initially unexpected but was subsequently shown 

to be caused by the passage of near-inertial waves triggered by wind variability at mid- to high 
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latitudes (Blaker et al., 2012). The magnitude of this AMOC variability is large (e.g. standard 

deviation of 7-8 Sv and peak-to-peak of up to 50 Sv at 26°N). To date no observations exist to 

confirm the existence of such a near-inertial AMOC variability in the real ocean. However, 

near inertial gravity waves are known to be ubiquitous in the world ocean and their presence 

has been confirmed by numerous observations (e.g. Alford et al., 2003, 2015). They have also 

been simulated in different ocean models (Fox et al., 2000; Komori et al., 2008) and theoretical 

considerations suggest that the AMOC may have a resonance at near-inertial timescales 

(Sevellec et al., 2013).  Whether near-inertial gravity waves do indeed project onto the AMOC 

in nature is not yet known. What we can say, though, is that if they do exist in nature, then 

these AMOC oscillations would be invisible to the RAPID (or OSNAP) observing systems. 

The near-inertial impact on the AMOC is found in the non-geostrophic component and direct 

velocity measurements across the full sections would be required to capture it.  

 

Even larger variability (peak-to-peak of 400 Sv, standard deviation >50 Sv) has been found 

around the Equator (Hirschi et al., 2013). The dominant timescales of these oscillations are 

between 5 and 10 days and they are caused by the wind variability in the equatorial region 

projecting onto baroclinic modes linked to equatorially trapped near-inertial waves. Similar to 

the near-inertial AMOC oscillations mentioned earlier (Blaker et al., 2012) there is no 

observational evidence yet that such a high equatorial variability exists in nature.  However, 

the mechanisms through which this high-frequency AMOC variability occurs in high resolution 

ocean models are known to exist, even if it is currently unknown whether they can project onto 

the AMOC as strongly as the models suggest. Even in models it is currently unclear whether 

these large high-frequency AMOC oscillations play a role on climate timescales. It is 

conceivable that they could enhance vertical mixing and hence affect the mean ocean state (and 

mean AMOC strength). However, at this stage it is equally possible that these oscillations - 

even though very large - are just “sloshing” water around without much interaction with the 

mean circulation and little consequence for climate. Note that these high frequency AMOC 

features project on both 𝜓(𝑧) and 𝜓(𝜎2)  (Figure 8).  Numerous observational studies show 

that near inertial gravity waves are ubiquitous in the ocean (e.g. Alford et al. 2016) and sea 

surface height variability shows variability on timescales consistent with the large equatorial 

AMOC variability (Farrar and Durland, 2012; Durland and Farrar, 2012) so the large high-

frequency AMOC variability simulated in high resolution ocean models may well be real. This 

is illustrated using output from an ORCA025 simulation where 4-hourly averages are available 
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for a 6-month period. The presence of a clear variability signal in 𝜓(𝜎2) suggests that, even if 

not yet demonstrated, an impact on diapycnal mixing is plausible.     

 

3.2.2 Eastern versus western subpolar AMOC variability 

An important feature of the AMOC was recently revealed by the OSNAP observations in the 

subpolar North Atlantic. The AMOC estimate obtained from the first 21 months of 

observations from the OSNAP line suggests that the largest fraction of the AMOC variability 

on monthly time scales originates from the eastern part of the section with little AMOC 

variability coming from the Labrador Sea (Lozier et al, 2019). This time series provides a new 

benchmark against which we should test models. Many previous studies have looked at the 

importance of the Labrador Sea on the AMOC and its variability (e.g. Böning et al. 1996, 2006; 

Spall et al. 2007; Robson et al. 2014; Rahmstorf et al. 2015, Feucher et al., 2019). What 

emerges from these studies is the likely importance of Labrador Sea processes for the AMOC 

and its variability on decadal or longer timescales. However, a recent analysis by Li et al. 

(2019) revealed that ocean models at eddy-permitting resolution and coarser are generally 

biased by an overproduction of Labrador Sea Water compared to observations, which tends to 

strengthen the AMOC response to changes in the volume of this water mass. Furthermore, the 

relationship between AMOC and Labrador Sea Water properties was found to degrade 

considerably downstream of the basin (Li et al., 2019).  

 

In the context of this review, we examine the respective contributions from the eastern and 

western parts of the OSNAP sections in one of the latest coupled high resolution models 

(ORCA0083-N512).  As in OSNAP, the transports are calculated in density coordinates and 

the AMOC is split into an eastern and western AMOC (Figure 9a).  The transports shown are 

either  monthly averages (Figure 9b) or smoothed with a 5-year running average (Figure 9c). 

For monthly values the amplitude of the variability is similar for the eastern and western 

subpolar North Atlantic. Both the eastern and western AMOC transports are significantly 

correlated with the total subpolar AMOC, but the correlation is stronger for the eastern AMOC 

(r=0.81) than for the western AMOC (r=0.65). This means that a larger fraction (65%) of the 

variance has its origin in the eastern subpolar North Atlantic, but the variability contribution 

from the Labrador Sea is far from negligible (42% of variance). The 21-month record presented 

in Lozier et al. (2019)  shows almost no AMOC variability originating from the western part 

of the section. Nevertheless, the model supports the view that the AMOC contribution from the 

eastern subpolar North Atlantic plays an important role in the total AMOC variability. The 
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model timeseries are much longer than the observational record (21 months). Figure 9c shows 

that a high correlation between the eastern AMOC transport and the total AMOC is maintained 

on decadal timescales with correlations similar between the total AMOC and the eastern and 

western transport (both > 0.9).  The model simulation suggests that based on monthly values 

the dominance of the east Atlantic on the subpolar AMOC variability is found throughout the 

simulation (Figure 9b), but on decadal timescales both eastern and western transports 

contribute approximately equally to the total AMOC (Figure 9c). Such analysis suggests that 

the respective contributions from eastern and western subpolar North Atlantic to the total 

AMOC should form a routine model performance metric (as e.g. the AMOC at 26.5°N), 

calculated on a variety of timescales. 

 

 

3.2.3 Chaotic/intrinsic AMOC variability 

In the early days of RAPID AMOC observations, concerns were raised that the variability in 

the AMOC observations from RAPID could essentially consist of noise related to ocean 

mesoscale eddies, and that “Real-time detection of secular changes in the oceanic overturning 

circulation by regional measurements is probably a mirage” (Wunsch, 2008). Subsequent 

observation-based studies did show that the noise level is much lower than what Wunsch 

(2008) suggested (Kanzow et al. 2009) and that the signal to noise ratio is much more 

favourable to the detection of long term trends in the AMOC by observing its evolution at one 

latitude. Nevertheless, AMOC observations show that the AMOC variability on short 

timescales is large and mesoscale features contribute to this variability.  

 

Mesoscale eddies are the most intense and best-known source of chaotic/intrinsic variability in 

the ocean: their phase is indeed inherently random and they spontaneously emerge in the ocean 

under steady forcing. Mesoscale kinetic energy peaks at relatively small time and space scales 

as eddies develop, but their mutual interactions subsequently feed chaotic fluctuations at larger 

space and time scales through spatial and temporal inverse cascades (Arbic et al., 2014; Serazin 

et al., 2018). Other nonlinear processes such as large-scale baroclinic instability, distinct from 

those occurring at the mesoscale, may also coexist with mesoscale instabilities (Huck et al., 

2015) and feed multidecadal ocean chaotic variability with a substantial impact on the AMOC 

(Sevellec and Fedorov, 2013).  
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A systematic quantification of the impacts of atmospheric variability and intrinsic/chaotic 

processes on the AMOC variability is very difficult to obtain from observations alone. 

Different strategies using eddy-permitting/rich simulations have been proposed to quantify 

these two impacts. Biastoch et al. (2008b), for instance, compared two global simulations 

where eddies were (i) unresolved everywhere, and (ii) resolved in the Agulhas region via a 

local grid refinement. The results show that resolving eddies in the Agulhas region triggers the 

emergence of a chaotic/intrinsic AMOC variability reaching interannual to decadal timescales, 

and extending far into the North Atlantic. However, this local grid refinement did not allow 

nonlinear processes to generate chaotic/intrinsic AMOC variability at other latitudes of the 

Atlantic. The features and contribution of chaotic/intrinsic AMOC variability emerging in fully 

turbulent basins have been studied by forcing global ocean models at 2°, 1/4° and 1/12° 

resolution by a repeated seasonal atmospheric forcing devoid of any interannual variability 

(Gregorio et al. 2015). Almost no interannual AMOC variability spontaneously emerged in the 

laminar 2° simulation, but a large amount of chaotic/intrinsic variability emerged at 1/4° and 

1/12°, with comparable imprints on the AMOC. This chaotic/intrinsic AMOC variability was 

shown to reach multidecadal timescales and the scale of the Atlantic, and to account at 35°S 

for half of the interannual-to-decadal variability found in fully-forced hindcasts (simulations 

driven by the full range of atmospheric timescales — i.e. via an atmospheric reanalysis). 

 

Estimating the relative contributions of the chaotic/intrinsic processes and of the atmospheric 

variability in the AMOC variability requires ensemble ocean simulations, where all members 

are driven by the same atmospheric conditions but are started from different initial conditions 

(as done by e.g. Hirschi et al., 2013; Penduff et al., 2014; Bessieres et al., 2017; Leroux et al., 

2018). Note that the different eddy-fields between ensemble members mean that air-sea fluxes 

will also differ as they depend on the local ocean conditions.  

 

Small perturbations to the initial conditions are sufficient to cause the AMOC variability to 

diverge between different ensemble members. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 10 for the 

spread of the AMOC at 26.5°N in a small ensemble performed with ORCA0083 forced with 

interannual data from DFS5.2. A six member initial condition perturbation ensemble of NEMO 

ORCA0083, created by advancing the simulation restart by 1 to 5 model time steps, shows how 

the AMOC at 26°N, 1000 m depth, diverges under identical atmospheric conditions.  (Figure 

10). Note that as the eddy-field diverges between ensemble members, air-sea fluxes will also 

diverge as the different eddy fields change the local ocean conditions. The ensemble begins on 
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April 1st 2009, from the control simulation. The initial condition perturbations are very small, 

and the model AMOC does not diverge for around 30 days. Between 30 days and six months 

the ensemble diverges. All ensemble members broadly follow the same evolution and the same 

dominant peaks and troughs occur in each ensemble member (Figure 10a). However, there is 

a spread of the AMOC time series around the ensemble mean. This spread is smaller than the 

variability in the ensemble mean (Figure 10a). The differences from the ensemble mean show 

that after six months the ensemble spread reaches saturation, with a (time mean) standard 

deviation of 1.1 Sv (Figure 10b). This is 27% of the standard deviation of the ensemble mean 

(4.15 Sv) which is consistent with Hirschi et al. (2013) (who also used 5-day averages) and 

Gregorio et al. (2015) and Leroux et al. (2018) (who used monthly and annual averages). In 

this case the ensemble spread can be interpreted as the contribution of chaotic/intrinsic 

processes (including mesoscale eddies and larger chaotic anomalies) to the AMOC variability, 

and the temporal variability of the ensemble mean AMOC provides the atmospherically-forced 

variability. These ensemble statistics confirmed that most of the chaotic AMOC variance 

remains strong up to multidecadal scales, and that the phase of the broadband AMOC 

fluctuations around the ensemble mean remained random between each ensemble member 

(Leroux et al., 2018). In other words, the atmospheric variability only paces part of the AMOC 

fluctuations, while a significant part of the interannual-to-decadal AMOC variance conserves 

its chaotic character under a reanalyzed forcing. About 50% of the AMOC at 35°S is 

chaotic/intrinsic falling to typically 20-30% in the North Atlantic up to about 40°N and less 

than 10% in the subpolar region (Hirschi et al. 2013; Gregorio et al. 2015; Leroux et al. 2018). 

The reasons for these differences are far from understood yet but the ensemble simulation 

strategy can provide some insight into the chaotic/intrinsic processes driving the AMOC 

fluctuations, and into the atmospherically-forced origin of certain AMOC anomalies observed 

in the RAPID timeseries or elsewhere (Leroux et al., 2018). However, given their large 

computational cost, large-ensemble global simulations have only been performed at the coarser 

end of eddying resolutions (Bessieres et al., 2017), or with small ensemble sizes and over short 

integrations (Figure 10). They nevertheless demonstrate that observed AMOC fluctuations 

cannot be only attributed to atmospheric forcing. The “eddy noise” propagates to much larger 

spatio-temporal scales, and as a result the predictability of the AMOC should be reevaluated in 

the presence of intrinsic ocean turbulence. However, in coupled simulations, eddies can be 

partly damped by atmospheric fluxes and as a result, eddy variability  tends to be larger in 

forced models (Ma et al., 2016). Furthermore, intrinsic coupled climate variability from 
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processes such as El Nino are also present in coupled models that can create additional low 

frequency variability 

 

 

3.2.4 AMOC (bi)stability 

One of the key questions in AMOC research, namely whether the AMOC can exhibit multiple 

stable states under identical surface boundary conditions, emerged from an analytical 2-box 

model (Stommel, 1961). Since then the possible existence of multiple AMOC states, the likely 

conditions required for such multiple states to exist and for the AMOC to rapidly transition 

from one state to another in the real world has been at the centre of many studies.  Multiple 

states have been obtained in wide range of available models: from analytical models (e.g. 

Longworth et al., 2005) to complex three-dimensional ocean-only (e.g. Deshayes et al., 2013) 

and coupled models (e.g. Manabe and Stouffer 1988, Hawkins et al. 2011, Mecking et al., 

2016).  Despite such efforts we can still not conclusively answer whether multiple AMOC 

states (and in particular rapid transitions between these states) and  related AMOC hysteresis 

could exist in the real world (e.g., Gent, 2013, 2018, Stocker, 2013b).  The possibility that the 

AMOC may have more than one equilibrium, and that a transition to this other equilibrium 

could be triggered by a large enough perturbation (e.g., a fresh water pulse from the Greenland 

ice sheet), has been a key research question for climatologists for decades; a collapse of the 

AMOC would have significant climate implications, with large societal repercussions. Despite 

the potentially high impact, there is still significant uncertainty in the likelihood of such an 

event (see Weijer et al. 2019 for a review). 

  

Models with low resolutions such as those used in CMIP5 suggest a low probability for an 

AMOC shutdown under global warming scenarios (Collins et al. 2013). However, it has been 

suggested that systematic biases in the salinity distribution of the Atlantic may overestimate 

the stability of the AMOC in these models (Mecking et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2017). A critical 

argument revolves around a metric called Fov, which is the fresh water flux across 34°S in the 

South Atlantic due to the AMOC. In most low-resolution models the AMOC imports 

freshwater into the Atlantic (Fov > 0), which would constitute a negative, stabilizing feedback 

(the so-called salt advection feedback; e.g., Rahmstorf1996) on the strength of the AMOC: a 

weakening of the AMOC would reduce the freshwater import, salinifying the Atlantic, hence 

resisting a further weakening. Observations, however, suggest that the Fov < 0 at 30°S (e.g. 

Weijer et al. 1999; McDonagh & King, 2005; Bryden et al. 2011), which would suggest a 
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positive, destabilizing feedback. Several model studies (e.g., de Vries and Weber 2005, Weber 

and Drijfhout 2007) show a surprising ability of the sign of Fov to predict whether the AMOC 

is in a regime of multiple equilibria (Fov < 0) or not (Fov > 0). Other studies (e.g., Dijkstra 

2007; Huisman et al. 2010) have refined this metric by including the AMOC-induced 

freshwater transports at the northern boundary of the Atlantic, hence proposing a divergence 

indicator, Σ Fov. However, caution is warranted in interpreting the negative sign of Fov (or Σ 

Fov) in observations as a sign of AMOC bistability. For one, the validity (or accuracy) of Fov 

as a stability indicator has been questioned, as modeling studies suggest that the freshwater 

transport by the wind-driven gyre circulation may be at least as important as that of the AMOC 

in shaping the transient response to a large freshwater perturbation (Mecking et al., 2016; Gent 

2018). But the more relevant question for this review is whether the AMOC stability paradigm 

–and the role of Fov- carries over from eddy-parameterized to eddy-rich  models. 

  

It is encouraging that high resolution models appear to simulate the correct sign of Fov at 30°S 

(Deshayes et al. 2013; Mecking et al. 2016). This would give credence to the suggestion that 

the Fov in low-resolution models is biased positive due to model errors, or poorly resolved 

processes (e.g., Agulhas Leakage; Weijer and van Sebille, 2014). Experimentation with 

eddying models should reduce concerns that the stability of the AMOC is compromised by 

biases in the salinity field. 

  

But one question that needs to be addressed is whether the salt advection feedback, which is a 

critical ingredient for AMOC bi-stability, is active and effective in high resolution models. If 

this feedback is somehow incapacitated, or made moot by more powerful feedbacks, then the 

bistability regime may disappear. For instance, if the meridional coherence of the AMOC is 

reduced in eddying models, then AMOC changes in the North Atlantic may not be able to affect 

the freshwater transport across 34°S. Similarly, if an improved representation of air/sea 

interactions strengthens atmospheric feedbacks like ITCZ shifts, this may have a stronger 

impact on the freshwater budget than Fov. Mecking et al. (2016) conclude that, in their eddy-

permitting model, the salt advection feedback is strengthened by the improved representation 

of eddies and boundary currents in their eddy-permitting model, and that it is still able to stand 

its ground despite powerful atmospheric feedbacks. But more investigations with eddy-rich 

models are required to provide a definitive answer as to the effectiveness of the salt advection 

feedback. 
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In addition, there are questions even on a more fundamental level. Studies such as Wolfe and 

Cessi (2014), Wolfe and Cessi (2015) or Mashayek et al. (2015) have shown that the dynamics 

of an adiabatic overturning circulation are significantly different than those of a diffusive 

AMOC. Nevertheless, the model of Wolfe and Cessi (2014) and Wolf and Cessi (2015) is able 

to simulate a regime of multiple equilibria, with a central role for the salt advection feedback; 

despite notably different dynamics, and a ‘collapsed’ AMOC state that is markedly different 

from those in low-resolution models (see also Hofmann & Rahmstorf, 2009). So the question 

is, whether the presence of multiple equilibria is a fundamental aspect of the AMOC in nature, 

and whether our intuition gained from decades of experience with low resolution models carry 

over to eddy-rich models. In other words, can we expect, for instance, that Fov is still a valid 

predictor of bi-stability in eddying oceans (despite its caveats)? Or is the paradigm shift from 

diffusive to adiabatic overturning too disruptive, and do we need to reprogram our intuition 

based on experimentation with eddying models? 

  

It is clear that perturbation experiments with strongly eddying models are needed to establish 

whether or not eddying and non-eddying models display corresponding behavior in terms of 

bi-stability. 

 

 

3.3 Design of observing systems 

A practical aspect where high resolution ocean models have proven to be very useful is the 

testing of possible observational strategies for the AMOC. Their ability to resolve key 

circulation features makes them ideal testbeds to assess whether a given observational strategy 

is likely to work or not. This approach has been quite extensively used prior to the deployment 

of the AMOC observation array at 26.5°N (e.g. Rayner et al. 2011). One can deploy “pseudo” 

moorings in a model which are subsampling the model ocean in a way that mimics how 

moorings would sample the real ocean and then reconstruct the AMOC from the pseudo-

mooring data. Such reconstructions can then be compared against the AMOC in the models, 

thus providing valuable insights into the advantages and limitations of a chosen observational 

approach. For the RAPID AMOC observation programme, carrying out model tests was a 

crucial part of the successful bid to continuously observe the AMOC for the first time by 

measuring temperature and salinity at key locations across the Atlantic at 26.5°N (Hirschi et 

al., 2003; Baehr et al., 2004). Similar model based tests have been carried out for other latitudes 

in the Atlantic to test the feasibility of the AMOC monitoring system SAMOC in the South 
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Atlantic using hydrography moorings and pressure inverted echo sounders (PIES) and 

hydrography (Perez et al., 2011). Stepanov et al. (2016) use a 1/16° version of NEMO to test 

the potential to observe the AMOC at 41°N and links between that latitude and 26.5°N. High 

resolution ocean models have also been used to demonstrate that the AMOC can be observed 

by measuring the bottom pressure along the western boundary (Bingham and Hughes, 2008) 

and such model tests were the foundation for the WAVE array deployed in the North Atlantic 

between 2004 and 2008 (Elipot et al., 2014). 

 

It is important to note that testing an AMOC observing strategy in a model cannot replace 

expert knowledge of the local hydrography and bathymetry in the real ocean when it comes to 

the deployment of  instrumentation. For example even at resolutions of 1/12° (e.g. Sinha et al., 

2018) or 1/16° (Stepanov et al., 2016) a pseudo mooring at 26.5°N is a water column with a 

footprint of 8.3 km x 8.3 km or 6.2 km x 6.2 km with a limited number of vertical levels. Hence 

it is clear that results from a model have to be taken only as indicative of whether a method is 

likely to work in the real ocean and can only serve as a rough guide as to where instruments 

should be positioned. Nevertheless, when used carefully, models are a powerful tool to assist  

in the early development stages of observational programmes. In a later stage they can also 

help to gain a better understanding of the limitations of a given observational approach, such 

as the likely impact of ageostrophic contributions to the AMOC at 26.5°N (Sinha et al., 2018). 

 

 

4. Areas in need of improvement 

The following provides an overview of features that even high resolution models are currently 

unable to simulate correctly. As illustrated in Figure 1, simulating the AMOC with high 

resolution (eddy-rich) models leads to a wide range of solutions for the AMOC. Both in forced 

and coupled mode the AMOC strength simulated at high resolution is stronger than at lower 

resolutions and the high resolution simulations compare more favourably with the AMOC 

strength observed at 26.5°N. However, the AMOC cell is consistently too shallow compared 

with observations. This bias holds  for the overturning cell as a whole where observational 

estimates suggest a deeper reaching AMOC cell (Lumpkin and Speer 2007; Talley et al. 2007) 

as well as at 26.5°N where continuous observations are available.  
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4.1 Representation of water masses 

Any shortcoming in the representation of the AMOC should not be considered in isolation. 

Instead, it will generally be symptomatic of a variety of model deficiencies that in turn lead to 

an unrealistic representation of the water masses in the global ocean that will affect the force 

balances governing the AMOC (and more generally the global MOC). Of course an AMOC 

which is either too weak/strong, or too shallow/deep can itself be the cause of unrealistic water 

mass properties, however, there are other contributing factors. Diapycnal mixing is widely 

accepted as a controlling factor of the MOC, in particular the lower cell of the MOC is a key 

process affecting water masses but our understanding of its strength and when and where it 

occurs in the real ocean is still far from complete. Mixing is the subject of past and ongoing 

observational programmes, and theoretical and modelling studies (e.g. Munk and Wunsch 

1998, Wunsch and Ferrari 2004; Garabato et al. 2004; MacKinnon et al 2013, de Lavergne et 

al. 2016). Processes known or suspected to be important for diapycnal mixing (e.g. internal 

wave/tide breaking) are not yet resolved in global models and are either dealt with using 

parameterisations or are not represented at all (e.g. Nikurashin and Ferrari. 2013; de Lavergne 

et al. 2016, MacKinnon et al 2017). In addition to deficiencies in the representation of diapycnal 

mixing, models using depth (z) coordinates are subject to undesired numerical mixing of 

various degrees (e.g. Griffies et al 2000, Man-Lee et al. 2004; Ilicak et al 2012, Megann et al. 

2018; Gibson et al. 2017) which again affects the ability of models to develop/maintain the 

correct water mass structure.  

 

A related issue is the difficulty of simulating the flow over sills, such as in the Denmark Strait 

(e.g. Roberts and Wood 1997, Winton et al 1998, Legg et al. 2009, Wang et al 2015) and 

generally the flow down sloping topography. Problems with flow over topography lead to a 

failure of dense waters formed on shelves to reach greater depths. In particular, the difficulty 

of getting the dense waters from the Denmark Strait to sink to their observed depth  suggest 

that local horizontal grid refinement or the use of a local terrain following coordinate in 

overflow regions may lead to  improvements. Excessively deep  mixed layer depths in the 

Labrador Sea are a signature, in part, of  the inability to maintain the supply of dense water 

from Denmark Strait at the bottom of the Subpolar Gyre. However, some models may be 

showing a mixed layer deeper than observed, because of temperature and salinity density 

compensation and the use of an overly simple delta density criterion for determining the mixed 

layer depth i.e. depth for which the density difference with the surface exceeds a given 

threshold  (Courtois et al., 2017). Indications are that further increases in resolution improve 
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overflows and water masses in the SPG region, as well as decrease Labrador Sea Water 

formation rates (e.g. Böning et al. 2016; Li et al. 2019; Garcia-Quintana et al. 2019).  

 

An issue of potentially similar importance is the area where deep convection occurs, which is 

much larger in models than is believed to be the case in observations (e.g. Feucher et al., 2019). 

This issue can at least in part be related to resolution, and eddy exchange off the west Greenland 

Current (e.g. Saenko et al., 2016, Chanut et al., 2008). However, that in itself does not seem to 

be sufficient as the AMOC cell in VIKING005 is still too shallow (and not deeper than other 

models with poor overflows, Figure 1). It should be noted, however, that the issue of spurious 

mixing and thus the overflow representation is sensitive to the vertical coordinate of the model 

(Griffies et al., 2000a, Legg et al 2009). The spurious diapycnal mixing arises in level or terrain-

following models because of advective truncation errors and horizontal/iso-sigma diffusion 

tensors (Griffies et al., 2000b, Marchesiello et al., 2009). Isopycnic models by definition have 

no numerical diapycnal mixing, and the use of hybrid coordinate systems in HYCOM improves 

the representation of the overflow water properties and volume transport in the Atlantic (Xu et 

al., 2010; 2015; 2018, Wang et al., 2015). These simulations also show a more consistent 

vertical structure of the AMOC transport (Xu et al., 2012). However, in isopycnal models the 

diapycnal mixing must be parameterized, and parameterizing sub-kilometer overflow plume 

dynamics or interaction with sub-gridscale bathymetry remains a challenge (Treguier et al, 

2012). Other approaches such as Z-tilde and ALE (Arbitrary Lagrandian Eulerian) coordinates 

are designed to reduce spurious mixing in the presence of high frequency vertical isopycnal 

movements (e.g. linked to internal tides or inertial waves) and to improve the flow over sills 

(e.g. Petersen et al., 2014; Gibson et al., 2017).  

 

The shortcomings in the representation of the AMOC do not necessarily have their origin in 

the North Atlantic. For example, one challenge of representation of the Nordic Seas overflow 

water is to represent the temperature and salinity (hence density) of the overflow source water, 

which requires an accurate representation of both the heat/freshwater fluxes in the Nordic Seas 

and the Arctic Ocean, involving complex ocean, atmosphere, and sea/land ice interactions. The 

representation of the formation of Antarctic bottom water (AABW) around Antarctica and of 

Antarctic intermediate water (AAIW) in the ACC is central to simulating a realistic vertical 

structure of the water masses in the Atlantic. Simulating dense waters formed on the Antarctic 

shelf to depth suffers from the same problems as Denmark Strait waters in the North Atlantic 

and approaches using different coordinate systems are currently being tested. Additionally, the 
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representation of ocean interactions with sea-ice/ice-shelves which are known to be important 

for Antarctic deep water formation (Abernathey et al. 2016; Beckman et al. 2003; Losch 2008; 

Asay-Davies et al. 2015) is not yet complete.  

 

Another aspect that has perhaps been somewhat overlooked in high resolution models, but 

which could also be important for the vertical AMOC structure, is the choice of the vertical 

resolution. Most efforts have gone into increasing the horizontal resolution as this is the most 

obvious change to make to allow us to represent eddies, narrow jet-like currents, and in some 

instances submesocale features (e.g. Bachman et al. 2017). Increasing horizontal resolution can 

resolve higher modes with an associated vertical (baroclinic) structure. Often the number of 

vertical levels is not chosen as to adequately resolve the corresponding baroclinic modal 

structure (Stewart et al., 2017). It is conceivable that this could affect the vertical AMOC 

structure as well, and the impact would be dependent on the vertical coordinate used.  There 

are some indications that using a higher number of vertical layers leads to a marginally deeper 

overturning cell (e.g. Figure 1: compare ORCA0083 simulations run with either 46 or 75 

vertical levels). Twin experiments using HYCOM (with 32 and 64 vertical levels) also show 

that higher vertical resolution leads to slightly weaker diapycnal mixing and  Denmark Strait 

overflow water extends slightly deeper (Xu et al., 2015).  

 

4.2 Air-sea interactions 

The atmospheric forcing and the resulting air-sea fluxes are other factors affecting the AMOC.  

When trying to simulate AMOC events that have occurred in nature, one has to rely on using 

reanalysis products such as CORE II (e.g. Griffies et al. 2009), DFS (Brodeau et al. 2010) or 

JRA55-do (Tsujino et al., 2018). For the recent period, where continuous AMOC observations 

are available, applying observation-derived atmospheric forcing to ocean models has been 

shown to reproduce the main features of the observed AMOC (e.g. Danabasoglu et al 2014, 

Blaker et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2012; 2013). Differences in surface forcing can also partially 

explain differences in the AMOC, both between models and observations and among different 

models; regionally these differences can be large  (e.g. Fujiwara et al., 2017; Pennelly et al., 

2019). This will inevitably lead to differences in the evolution of the ocean circulation with 

implications for the AMOC. Data assimilation does not reduce the differences across models, 

but rather increases them, because the AMOC variability is very sensitive to the choice of 

assimilation procedure (Karspeck et al., 2017). 
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Another issue that applies to reanalyses and to most forced and coupled ocean-atmosphere 

simulations is that the ocean resolution is higher than that of the atmosphere. This means that 

air-sea interactions occurring on smaller spatial scales will not be realistic as neither the forcing 

(nor the atmosphere in the coupled case) can adjust on these small spatial scales. However, 

observations suggest that the ocean mesoscale does leave an imprint on the atmosphere (e.g. 

Chelton et al., 2010; Frenger et al., 2013).  

 

Of particular importance is the applied restoring timescale towards observed sea surface 

salinities. This is often (but not always e.g. ECCOv4, Forget et al. 2015) required to keep the 

models stable in forced configurations because of the uncertainties of the fresh water balance 

in the reanalysis products. In contrast to the heat forcing, models may exhibit overly sensitive 

feedbacks and simulate a weaker or drifting AMOC strength (Griffies et al., 2009). As a result, 

the applied restoring timescale, typically applied differently by the individual modelling 

groups, even if the same atmospheric state  is used, strongly shapes the AMOC representation 

(Behrens et al., 2013). 

  

A problem one would face in forced ocean models if we assume that a very high resolution 

forcing dataset were available is that such a forcing would contain features linked to the ocean 

mesoscale of the real ocean. The mesoscale developing in a model using such a forcing dataset 

would in general be completely decorrelated from the one in the natural ocean, thus introducing 

a mismatch between forcing and ocean mesoscale. How best to force a high-resolution ocean 

model with a high resolution forcing dataset is therefore not immediately obvious, but a 

question that will come up as higher resolution observational datasets increasingly become 

available. In the coupled case, one can justify a coarser atmospheric resolution by arguing that 

the Rossby radii are larger in the atmosphere than in the ocean. Coarser atmospheric resolution 

is also required in order to keep computational cost within feasible limits as at the same 

resolution an atmospheric model requires shorter integration timesteps than the ocean model. 

However, the use of a coarser atmosphere means that the atmospheric response to ocean 

mesoscale features may be unrealistically weak, with possible implications for the simulated 

ocean circulation (including the AMOC). High resolution coupled simulations suggest 

qualitative changes in eddy strength from that in uncoupled simulations owing to air-sea 

feedbacks (Ma et al, 2016; Moreton et al. 2019).   
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4.3 Computational cost and data volume 

An obvious weakness of global (or basin scale) high resolution models in practical terms 

resides in their high CPU cost. The latest high resolution simulations can take many months to 

complete on high performance computers (HPCs). This means that such models do not allow 

for the same “playfulness” that one enjoys when using coarse resolution models (or box-

models) where one can easily redo/add new simulations, change parameters, scenarios, etc.  

Only a few simulations can realistically be performed at the highest resolutions currently in use 

and sensitivity studies to parameter choices are limited. If an unfortunate choice becomes 

apparent and a run is already quite advanced, it is not always possible to correct this choice and 

start afresh (as e.g. the HPC allocation to the associated project may have already been mostly 

used up). A potential alternative is the use of nested models that allow basin-scale high 

resolution while maintaining a global embedment through a coarser base model  (e.g. North 

and South Atlantic such as VIKING20X, Böning et al. 2016). Furthermore, the volume of 

output to be stored on disk increases proportionally with resolution, and analysis of this output 

increasingly requires parallel computation. Resolving increasingly smaller and faster varying 

features also drives the urge to output fields at higher temporal resolution, with many 

simulations now storing output at daily or 5-daily frequency.   

 

 

The extreme HPC cost involved in running the latest generation of high resolution models 

highlights the importance of international, multi-institute efforts to get a better understanding 

of the range of behaviours found in such models. Such efforts  are the best way to obtain an 

idea of the range of solutions and sensitivity e.g. DRAKKAR (https://www.drakkarocean.eu), 

PRIMAVERA (https://www.primavera-h2020.eu) or HighResMIP (Haarsma et al. 2016).  In 

addition, one could also explore the potential of new methodologies to assess uncertainty in 

the choice of model parameters and how to more efficiently optimise parameter choices (e.g. 

Williamson et al. 2013, 2017).  

 

A major bottleneck that currently applies to ocean/ocean-atmosphere models is the limit in 

scalability of the model performance as the number of processors used is increased. When the 

number of cores is increased to O(10000-20000) performance starts to plateau and increasing 

the core number even further is detrimental to model performance (e.g. Koldunov et al. 2019, 

Kiss et al., 2019). Unless there is a step change in processor technology (such as quantum 

computing e.g. Arute et al. 2019) in the near future one can assume that the next generation(s) 

https://www.primavera-h2020.eu/
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of HPCs will consist of massively parallel machines with millions of cores becoming 

commonplace. Most, if not all, numerical models are not ready to fully exploit existing 

massively parallel computers and if the codes are not adjusted they will be woefully inadequate 

to exploit the next generation of HPC. This situation  requires  major efforts dedicated to 

rewriting the core of ocean (and atmosphere) models perhaps also with a view to exploit 

graphical processing units (GPUs e.g. Leutwyler et al. 2016; Fuhrer et al. 2018). Such efforts 

are currently underway. As an example, the Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM) 

project (e3sm.org), funded by the United States Department of Energy, is developing an Earth 

system model based on highly scalable Earth system components (with MPAS-Ocean being its 

variable resolution ocean component). Other examples include IMMERSE (https://immerse-

ocean.eu), FESOM (unstructured mesh, Wang et al. 2014; Koldunov et al. 2019), ICON-ESM 

(e.g. Korn 2017), MPAS-Ocean (Ringler et al. 2013), and iHESP (https://ihesp.tamu.edu). 

These efforts are explicitly targeted for highly resolved simulations on the next generation 

Exascale machines. 

 

Closely related to the CPU cost is the huge amount of data produced by these high resolution 

simulations. This leads to bottlenecks in the analyses as our ability to analyze new enormous 

model datasets has not kept pace with our ability to generate them (one single 50-100 year 

simulation with one of the latest high resolution global models can produce a data volume 

O(1PB)). Old practices of downloading output to local disks to do the analyses are therefore 

no longer practical (or realistic). The better practice here is to copy scripts for model analysis 

to a central data storage with dedicated computing facilities as is the case in for example in the 

PRIMAVERA project (https://www.primavera-h2020.eu). This is an aspect still in need of 

organisation. This requires an international (possibly world-wide) collaborative effort to ensure 

that the datasets from these simulations have the widest possible reach within the community 

and beyond to ensure we extract the best science. Sustaining access to these datasets and their 

analyses may also be critical as teaching sets for novel machine-learning approaches to support 

data analysis (e.g. Ivezić, Ž et al. 2019).  Such techniques may represent the best hope for 

reaching timely conclusions based on the huge data volumes created by future simulations.  
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5. Discussion and outlook 

In the previous sections we reviewed AMOC features onto which high resolution ocean models 

have either shed new light or for which the behaviour differs compared with low resolution 

models.  In this section we provide an overview of the timescales on which the AMOC varies 

and suggest gaps in our understanding that high resolution models seem well suited to tackle.   

 

Figure 11 provides an overview of the timescales on which the AMOC can vary and  the 

corresponding amplitude as well as  of the underlying processes.  Most of the amplitudes are 

based on models as direct AMOC observations are still sparse in time (mostly at 26N) and 

time (starting in 2004). In addition Figure 11 indicates the importance of AMOC variability for 

climate on various timescales. On some timescales the importance of the AMOC for climate is 

well understood (or at least well acknowledged), however, on other timescales it is not yet clear 

to what extent the AMOC variability feeds back on climate and the importance for climate may 

be higher or lower than we assume. This is indicated by an envelope of varying width 

suggesting for which timescales confidence and understanding of the AMOC importance on 

climate is either high or low. The longest eddy-permitting coupled simulations cover up to 

about 500 years (Menary et al. 2015). At eddy-rich resolutions the maximum integration length 

is currently of order 100 years (Small et al. 2014; Griffies et al. 2015; Roberts et al. 2019). 

Variability estimates on longer timescales rely on either observations (paleo tracers) or coarse 

resolution models (e.g. Latif et al. 2019).  

 

In the following we start with the AMOC variability on the shortest (i.e. subdaily to about 

weekly) timescales, gradually moving to the longer timescales. The largest AMOC variability 

is found on short timescales and is linked to near-inertial gravity waves (Blaker et al. 2012). 

With values of up to 50 Sv this variability far exceeds the long-term mean AMOC. However, 

even though ubiquitous the very large oscillations have a small meridional extent on the order 

of 100km and do not signal a speed-up/slow-down of the large-scale AMOC. However, models 

suggest that this variability can propagate equatorwards over thousands of kilometers  as high 

amplitude “ripples” in the overturning (Blaker et al. 2012; Figure 8).  

 

The short duration of these AMOC oscillations (from subdaily at mid-latitudes to about 7 days 

in the equatorial region) means that despite their large amplitude they are too short to lead to a 

significant convergence/divergence of heat. However, we do not yet know whether the 
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presence of such strong high frequency AMOC variability can affect the long-term mean 

AMOC. Such changes  could, for example, happen via enhanced mixing (the passage of near 

inertial waves is associated with a vertical movement of water masses of about 50-100 m/day), 

or there could be a projection on the AMOC via a Stokes drift associated with the passage of 

the waves. All of this is of course speculative at this stage but these high frequency AMOC 

features project on both 𝜓(𝑧) and 𝜓(𝜎2) (see section 3.2.1). However, recent work suggests 

increased mixing linked to equatorially trapped waves in nature as well as in a numerical model 

(Holmes et al. 2016; Delorme and Thomas 2019). High resolution models can help to answer 

the question whether this enhanced equatorial mixing is due to the large high-frequency AMOC 

variability seen at the equator.  

 

On weekly to interannual timescales the AMOC variability is much smaller, with a standard 

deviation of typically up to a few Sv. A variety of processes can influence the AMOC on these 

timescales: Ekman transports, mesoscale eddies, internal waves. On these timescales the 

AMOC variability can be predictable from the surface forcing (Ekman transports) whereas the 

chaotic/intrinsic variability due to ocean mesoscale eddies, internal waves and larger-scale 

instability processes cannot readily be linked to the surface forcing. On monthly to interannual 

timescales AMOC anomalies can generate significant anomalies in ocean heat content with 

possible imprint on sea surface temperatures (Bryden et al 2014; Duchez et al. 2016; 

Alexander-Turner et al. 2018). The extent to which such variability can impact the atmospheric 

circulation is far from fully understood. However, there is increasing evidence that this is the 

case (e.g. Hallam et al. 2019). High resolution models can help to better understand the 

relationship between the AMOC and climate/weather timescales (e.g., Hewitt et al, 2017). 

Increasingly, these models can be run for many decades, sometimes even centuries, thus 

providing much longer timeseries for analysis.  Such longer simulations allow us to investigate 

whether there are systematic links between seasonal to interannual AMOC anomalies and the 

atmospheric circulation. A particularly important question is whether the AMOC leads the 

atmosphere in some cases, hence providing the prospect of using the AMOC as a predictor for 

seasonal weather/climate events (e.g. Duchez et al. 2016; Hallam et al. 2019). The better 

representation of sharp temperature fronts as well as the improved position of currents are 

thought to be a reason for the skill seen in the latest generation of seasonal forecasting systems 

(e.g. Scaife et al. 2014). However, the underlying processes are far from understood and high-

resolution models can provide new insights into the physical processes governing the 

interactions between AMOC variability and atmosphere on seasonal to decadal timescales.  
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Decadal timescales have been the subject of many climate studies related to the AMOC and its 

variability (e.g. Collins et al. 2003; Böning et al. 2006; Biastoch et al. 2008a; Keenlyside et al. 

2008; Send et al. 2011; Medhaug et al. 2012; McCarthy et al. 2015). The amplitude of the 

decadal AMOC variability suggested by models is smaller than on seasonal to interannual 

timescales but can still be on the order of several Sv (e.g. Latif et al. 2019). The longer duration 

of such AMOC anomalies means that there is more time for ocean heat content anomalies to 

build up, thus affecting sea surface temperatures and therefore the atmosphere. Of particular 

importance on these timescales are links between the Nordic Seas and lower latitudes. Model 

based results suggest the Subpolar Gyre and in particular the Labrador Sea may be a precursor 

for the AMOC variability further south (e.g. Robson et al. 2014).  

 

As mentioned in section 2 the recent observational results from the OSNAP AMOC observing 

system and high resolution simulations may lead us to reassess the respective roles of the 

Labrador Sea and of the eastern Subpolar Gyre. However, the 21 months of observations are 

too short to tell whether the respective AMOC variability contributions from the western and 

eastern Subpolar Gyre will vary over time. This is an important question where high resolution 

models can help. As mentioned in section 2, a recent high-resolution coupled simulation shows 

a dominance (albeit weaker than in OSNAP) of the eastern SPG region for the subpolar AMOC 

variability. In this particular simulation this dominance remains present throughout the 

simulation and still applies for decadal timescales. Notably, this result would not change the 

view that the high latitude AMOC variability is a likely predictor for the AMOC at lower 

latitudes.   

 

Another important relationship on decadal timescales is the possible link between the AMOC 

and the Atlantic multidecadal variabilty (AMV) the importance of which for climate is well 

documented (e.g. Zhang et al. 2019). Currently, it is still not clear whether the AMV develops 

as a response to changes in the ocean circulation (e.g. McCarthy et al. 2015) or whether it is 

just a passive response to atmospheric forcing (Clement et al., 2015). In McCarthy et al. (2015) 

both observations and a model strongly suggest an active role for the ocean circulation in the 

development of positive or negative AMO phases. However, the sea-level based index used in 

this study is indicative of an intergyre heat exchange rather than of the AMOC itself. More 

work is therefore needed to establish the role of the AMOC in the AMO. The latest generation 

of high-resolution models with their realistic gyre positions and strengths are an ideal tool to 

investigate these questions.    
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Multidecadal timescales overlap with the timescales of a long-term AMOC decline in response 

to global warming. The possibility of changes in the AMOC sensitivity to climate change with 

increasing model resolution, is an area that warrants further work. The existence of a threshold 

(“tipping point”) beyond which the AMOC could undergo abrupt change is still being debated 

(e.g. Hoffman et al. 2009; Valdez 2011; Rahmstorf et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2017; Good et al. 

2018). Changes in the AMOC pathways and strength of air-sea interactions in high resolution 

models could lead us to reassess the sensitivity of the AMOC to anthropogenic climate change.  

 

Simulations fo the AMOC on centennial to millennial timescales will remain the domain of 

coarser resolution simulations for the foreseeable future. AMOC variability on such timescales 

(e.g. as presumed to have occurred during Dansgaard-Oeschger events during the last ice age) 

is thought to have been a major driver for temperature fluctuations of the wider North Atlantic 

region. Uncertainties are still large, but a significant increase in both available CPU power as 

well as scalability of models on O(105+) cores will be required to consider high-resolution 

models for studies on centennial to millennial timescales.  However, even if such simulations 

become possible the sheer cost, not just financially, but also in CO2 emissions (energy 

consumption for the top HPC systems can exceed 10 MW) could make them hard to justify. 

The future also has to be 'smarter' - improved parameterisations and quantification of 

uncertainty due to parameters and initial conditions (e.g. by making use of machine learning 

and statistical algorithms), coarsening of output stored on disk, increased collaborative research 

and sharing of output. There will come a point when we will have to think carefully about 

whether what we gain from the next level in resolution is worth the cost.  

 

6. Conclusions 

High resolution ocean models, containing an explicit representation of mesoscale eddies and 

realistic boundary currents, can be used to address a range of questions regarding the AMOC. 

Compared to their low-resolution counterparts high-resolution models simulate AMOC 

pathways which are in closer agreement with observations. High resolution ocean models also 

exhibit AMOC variability which cannot be simulated at low resolutions (e.g. chaotic-intrinsic 

variability linked to mesoscale ocean eddies) or variability which was previously unknown and 

which has yet to be observed in nature (e.g. linked to near inertial waves). The implications of 

this AMOC variability on e.g. mixing and background circulation (and whether it actually 
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exists in nature) is not yet clear, but there is little doubt that future studies will shed more light 

on it.  

 

With the increasing availability of observational AMOC data from different latitudes (RAPID, 

OSNAP in the North Atlantic, SAMOC in the South Atlantic), we are entering an era with a 

unique opportunity to understand AMOC dynamics and to make use of this understanding to 

improve weather and climate predictions. Although the period covered by continuous AMOC 

observations remains relatively short (only since 2004), it has been sufficient to prove the 

existence of large AMOC variability on these timescales. The existence of such variability in 

models means that they are suited to test if and when the AMOC can be used as a predictor. 

The main emphasis of many past studies has been dedicated to trying to understand if the 

AMOC can be predicted (e.g. Pohlmann et al. 2013; Swingedouw et al. 2013). Trying to assess 

and understand what we can predict, assuming we know the state of the AMOC, is an equally 

important question for evaluating the practical benefits of AMOC data (e.g. Hallam et al. 2019). 

The limited period covered by the observational data means that the initial research focus will 

be on shorter timescales, thus playing into the strengths of high resolution models as this is 

where they can now be run almost routinely.  
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Table 1: Overview of the high resolution simulations used to illustrate aspects of the AMOC 

in this review. Note that some low resolution versions are also included as these allow us to 

better assess improvements/changes seen at high resolution. Ocean-only simulations are 

forced with the reanalysis products CORE II (e.g. Griffies et al. 2009), DFS (Brodeau et al. 

2010), JRA55-do (Tsujino et al., 2018). 

Model 

(institute) 

Grid spacing (deg) & 

Grid Ocea

n 

only 

Couple

d 

Regiona

l 
Global Integrations 

Reference(s

) 
Horiz. 

Vert

. 

FESOM 

(AWI) 

Unstructured 

0.25-1 

48 X   X 1948-2007 (COREII) 

Sein et al. 

(2016, 

2017, 2018) 

Unstructured 

0.1-0.6 

48 X   X 1948-2007 (COREII) 

Unstructured 

0.25-1 

48  T63  X 1950-2099 

Unstructured 

0.1-0.6 

48  T63  X 1950-2099 

CESM-H 

(NCAR) 
0.1 62  

CAM5 

0.25 
 X 

100yrs (year 2000 

forcing) 

Small et al. 

(2014, 

2018) 

ACCESS-

OM2-1 
1 

50 

(z*) 
X   X 

300 yrs (5 repeats of 

JRA55-do 1958-2017) 

Kiss et al. 

(2019) 

ACCESS-

OM2-025 
0.25 

50 

(z*) 
X   X 

300 yrs (5 repeats of 

JRA55-do 1958-2017) 

ACCESS-

OM2-01 
0.1 

50 

(z*) 
X   X 

33 yrs (JRA55-do 1985-

2017) 

HYCOM 0.08 

hybr

id 

iso/s

ig/z 

X   X  

Xu et al. 

(2012, 2013, 

2014) 

NEMO-

ORCA 

(MEOM 

Team, 

Uni 

Grenoble) 

0.25 46 X   X 327 yrs (normal year) Gregorio et 

al. (2015) 

Bessieres et 

al. 

(2017) 

Leroux et al. 

(2018) 

0.25 75 X   X 50x1958-2015 (DFS5.2) 

0.25 75 X   X 330years (normal year) 

0.083 75 X   X 1958-2007 (DFS4.4) 

NEMO-

VIKING 

(GEOMAR

) 

0.05 46 X  

X 

(nested 

Atl.) 

X 

(global 

0.25) 

1948-2007 (COREII) 

Böning et al. 

(2016) 

Rieck et al. 

(2019) 

0.05 46 X  

X 

(nested 

Atl.) 

X 

(global 

0.25) 

1948-2007 (JRA55-do) 

0.25 46 X   

X  

(global 

0.25) 

1980-2017 (JRA55-do) 

NEMO 

ANNA008

3 

(Uni 

0.083 50 X  

X 

(20S to 

Bering 

Strait) 

X 2002-2018 
Courtois et 

al. 2017 
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Alberta) 

NEMO-

ORCA 

(NOC - 

UK Met 

Office) 

0.083 75 X   X 1958-2015 (DFS5.2) Marzocchi et 

al. 

(2015) 

Hewitt et al. 

(2016) 

Moat et al. 

(2016) 

Roberts et al 

(2019) 

0.25 75  N216  X 300 years 

0.083 75  N512  X 
1950-2050 (year 1950 

forcing) 

MIROC 

(AORI – 

Uni Tokyo) 

0.25 63  T85  X > 6000 yrs (normal year) 

Tatebe et al. 

(2019) 

COCO 1  X    1958-2015 (JRA55-do) 

1  X    > 500 yrs (normal year) 

0.25  X    > 100 yrs (normal year) 

0.17  X    1958-1979 (cont.) 

(JRA55-do) 
0.17  X    > 100 yrs (PI run) 
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Figure 1: AMOC stream functions in depth coordinates in models from non-eddying to  eddy-

rich simulations. The highest resolutions are shown in the top row and lowest resolutions in 

the bottom row which are included for comparison. For properties of the models, see Table 1. 

Coupled ocean-atmosphere models are indicated in red.  
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a) 

 

 

c)  

 

 
 

 

 

b) 

 
 

Figure 2: a) Maximum overturning (𝜓(𝑧)) as a function of latitude for eddy-rich, eddy 

permitting and non-eddying models. Solid lines show the average maximum AMOC strength 

and shading indicate +/- 0.5 standard deviation. The CMIP5 values included for comparison 

are based on 29 models: ACCESS1-0, ACCESS1-3, BCC-CSM1-1, BCC-CSM1-1-m, 

CanESM2, CCSM4, CESM1-BGC, CESM1-CAM5-1-FV2, CESM1-CAM5, CESM1-

FASTCHEM, CESM1-WACCM, CMCC-CESM, CMCC-CM, CMCC-CMS, CNRM-CM5-2, 

CNRM-CM5, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0, EC-EARTH, FGOALS-g2, GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M, 

GISS-E2-R-CC, GISS-E2-R, HadCM3, HadGEM2-AO, HadGEM2-CC, HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-

CM5A-LR, IPSL-CM5A-MR, MRI-CGCM3, MRI-ESM1, NorESM1-ME, NorESM1-M (see e.g. 

Mecking et al. 2017 for more details about these models). 
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Figure 3: AMOC Differences between the high and low resolution versions of ACCESS, 

CESM-H, COCO and ORCA. Contour interval is 2Sv.  
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Figure 4: Absolute velocities in cm/s from AVISO (geostrophic velocities) and ORCA0083 

(ORCA0083-N512). Weekly and annual averages are shown at surface for AVISO (from year 

2007); 5-day and annual averages are shown at the surface and 1000 m depth for the model 

solution (from model year 2007).  
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Figure 5: The barotropic stream function in the North Atlantic (Sv) averaged over the last 30 

years of the simulations for high and low resolutions: (a) ORCA0083, (b) ACCESS-OM2-01, 

(c) HYCOM0083, (d) ORCA025, (e) ACCESS-OM2-1.  (f) Barotropic streamfunction from de 

Verdière and Ollitrault (2016) inferred from Argo displacements, temperature and salinithy 

climatology and wind stress.  
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High Resolution: 

 

 

Low Resolution 

 

 

 

Box models 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 6:  Schematic of main AMOC pathways at high resolution with vigorous SPG (top left),  

low resolution and weak SPG (top middle) as well as “classic” conveyor type pathway as 

expected in e.g. box models (top right).  AMOC in depth (second row) and potential density 

referenced to 2000 dbar (third row) coordinates for two high (VIKING005, ORCA0083) and 

low (ORCA2, ACCESS-OM2-1) resolution simulations. Bottom row: maximum values of 𝜓(𝑧) 

(blue) and 𝜓(𝜎2) (black).  
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Figure 7: Standard deviation of AMOC [Sv] across a range of models. The standard deviations 

shown are computed from 4-hourly, daily, 5-daily, monthly, yearly and decadal averages. The 

panels are arranged with the variability obtained from the highest temporal resolution (top left, 

4-hourly) to the lowest temporal resolution (bottom row, 10 years). Between 0-2 Sv the contour 

interval is 0.2 Sv; from 2-10 Sv it is 1 Sv, and from 10-40 Sv it is 10 Sv.  
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Figure 8: Hovmoeller diagram of 𝜓(𝑧) at 995 m depth (top) and 𝜓(𝜎2) at 36.53 kg/m3  (bottom) 

as a function of time and latitude from 4-hourly averages in an ORCA025 simulation. Units are 

Sv.  
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 9: a) Location of the eastern and western parts of the OSNAP section   b) Left: 

Maximum AMOC transports (MOC East/West) across the western and eastern OSNAP 

sections in ORCA0083-N512 (control simulation). Shown is the AMOC across the full OSNAP 

section (blue), the western (red) and eastern (green) parts of the section. Right: MOC East 

versus MOC (top) and MOC West versus MOC (bottom). The time series are shown for the 

last 8 years of the simulation, and the scatter plots show monthly values for the 76 years of 

the simulation (1950 to 2026). c) As b) but for the whole length of the simulation and for 

transport filtered with a 5-year running average. Note that (as in OSNAP) different densities 

are used for the western, eastern and full section. Therefore, the sum of the eastern and 

western transport are not equal the transport for the full section. 
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a) 

 

b)  

 

Figure 10: a) Time series of the 5-day mean AMOC at 26°N and 1000 m depth for a six 

member NEMO ORCA0083 ensemble. Start of all ensembles is 1 January 2009. Two 

ensemble members cover 1 year (January 2009 to December 2009) and 4 ensemble members 

cover 5 years (January 2009 to December 2014), and b)  deviation of the AMOC from the 

ensemble mean [Sv]. The shaded regions in both panels indicate 1 and 2 standard deviations. 

For clarity, individual members are not plotted beyond 18 months. 
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Figure 11: Summary of AMOC variability on timescales ranging from sub-daily to millennial. 

The gradient in the shading of the bar at the top of the figure indicates that all model 

simulations cover short timescales (dark shading) but only a few high resolution simulations 

cover 100 years or more (indicated by increasingly light shading for long timescales). Top and 

middle panels show standard deviations of the AMOC variability in high resolution models 

(taken from the values shown in Figure 7). Blue line: average maximum standard deviation 

between 30°S and 60°N. Red lines: highest and lowest AMOC standard deviation maximum 

between 30°S and 60°N. Thin black dashed: assumed AMOC standard deviation on 

multidecadal to millennial timescales. Green stars: AMOC standard deviation obtained from 

the RAPID AMOC observations at 26.5°N. Arrows with solid lines indicate over what 

timescales there is high confidence that a given process is affecting the AMOC variability. 

Dashed lines for the arrows indicate that the importance of a process on a given timescale is 

uncertain i.e. in particular whether the process in question can affect longer timescales. The 

bottom panel shows an indicative importance of AMOC variability on different timescales for 

climate (bold blue line). The spread of the shading indicates for which timescales the 

uncertainty about the importance of the AMOC is high or low.   

 




